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ABSTRACT 

An electronic imaging technique using cooled charge-coupled-device 
camera (C-CCD) was applied to neutron radiography. The camera was 
examined for linearities of signal outputs and its dynamic ranges about the 
number of photons generated in a converter by an incident neutron beam. 
It is expected that the camera can be applied to high quality NR imaging 
especially to tomographic imaging for static objects. When the C-CCD 
camera is applied to get tomogram on the basis of its excellent 
characteristics, the results will be discussed about the quality of the image 
through a dynamic range of CT value which is defined in this paper, and 
a guide of dimensional limitation which can reasonably reconstruct 
tomograms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1990, a cooled charge-coupled-device camera (C-CCD; Hamamatsu C3140, 
510x492x12 bits, -40°C) has been applied to neutron radiography (NR) using Rikkyo 
Research Reactor (RUR: TRIGA-II) by Kobayashi et a/. I 1 , 2 ] A magnitude of the camera 
output was directly proportional to number of incident photons on the CCD chip and a 
wide dynamic range was found. Furthermore, positions of incident photons were 
accurately recorded without distortion on the CCD chip. The results show that the camera 
can be applied to a precision dimensional measurement for a static object. 

They have also successfully applied the camera to determine effective total 
macroscopic cross sections (I) through measurements of transmittance for several 
materials with given neutron beam.1 ! In those studies, it was noted that signals 
originated by scattered neutrons and gamma-rays give a distortion on the linearity of NR 
signal intensity as position dependent offset signals. They have shown that the scattered 
neutron and the gamma-ray noise components can be approximated as signals measured 
at behind of samples with a neutron opaque material and easily subtracted. The method 
has been extended to two dimensionallyP1 

It has been also expected that the C-CCD should be applied to neutron 
tomography'1 ,21 based on the excellent characteristics which are essentially required to get 
a high quality tomogram. Recently, these advantages have been utilized to a tomography 
reconstructed from two dimensional projection images.'6'8' Kobayashi [6) has showed 
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excellent linearity of the CT value and proved the additive validity of the C-CCD. The 
range of the linearity should be defined by a dynamic range of the C-CCD output. A 
statistical character of the camera output signal should related to the quality of NR 
images especially to tomgrams. McFarland et a/. [ 7 ' 8 ] have analyzed a statistical character 
of the C-CCD output. 

In this study, analyses of the C3140 C-CCD camera are further examined on a 
basis of experimental data. The results is extended to define qualities of tomograms. An 
idea of effective product is proposed to characterize of a tomographic system being 
related to quantities of CT values and maximum sample thickness which is able to 
properly reconstruct. 

H. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 .JR FACILITIES 
Two neutron beams with different intensities are formed by a multipurpose 

collimator assembly which is installed in the tangential beam port in the RUR (TRIGA-
II, 100kW). [2 ] Diaphragms were selected to be 29 mm<t> and 86.3 mm<|> in this study and 
corresponding LID value were 100 and 35.2, respectively, at the imaging position. In the 
arrangement, neutron fluxes were measured using gold foil method and found to be 
1.5x10* n/cm2-s and 1.24xl07 n/cm2-s, respectively. 

The reduction of gamma-ray background irradiated into the CCD chip is 
imperative to lower irregular noise and strong white spot noises. A double-mirror optics 
was used between the converter screen and the lens. Furthermore, the C-CCD was 
surrounded completely with lead blocks of more than 10 cm in thickness. Thus, the 
quality of the C-CCD image and the dynamic range of NR signals were much improved 
to an acceptable level. 

2 .2 CAMERA AND ELECTRONICS 
The CCD chip installed in the C3140 cameras can be cooled down to -40°C by 

a three stage Peltier element The chip is an interline type (SONY; IVX018-L) and has 
effective area of S.Smn^xe.emm^ Number of pixels are 510 Hx492 v having a pitch of 
17|imHxl3nm v. A signal output of each pixel is converted to a 12 bit data by an 
analog-to-digital converter. The camera is connected with an image processor (Hamamatsu 
C3366). The C3366 is interfaced with RS422 to a host computer (NEC: PC9801 personal 
processor) which is connected by a 320 MB hard disk with a 640 MB magneto-optical 
disk memory (Mitsui HD/MO Twin System, HM5050). NR images were stored as the 
data size of 512x512xl6bit(~0.5MB) on the hard disk. 

A high speed workstation (SUN SPARC station-2 with 28.5 MIPS) was used for 
further image processing of reconstruction of tomograms. The workstation consists a 64 
MB main memory and a 2 GB hard disk memory. All imaged data with the 12 bit 
length were treated as a 15 bit data length on 512x512 memory planes by the 
workstation. Results were displayed as 24 bit RGB data on a 19 inch full color 
monitor. 

2.3 IMAGING SYSTEM AND OPTICS 
A fluorescent converter using ZnS(Ag) with 6LiF (Kasei Optonics NRC; emission 
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peak at 450 nm) was placed on the imaging position of the double mirror optical box. 
The converter is applicable to the C-CCD, since the sensitivity covers a wavelength range 
from 400 nm to 1100 nm with a maximum at 530 nm. 

A micro-focus lens (/==55 mm F=2.8 Micro-Nikkor) was mounted on the C-CCD 
camera head. The camera head were set inside of the gamma shield at a working 
distance of 91 cm. The magnification factor was 12.7 as a ratio of the image size at the 
chip surface to the real size on the converter. 

2.4 SIGNAL INTENSITY AND STATISTICAL CHARACTER 
In our experimental arrangement, single gray scale output corresponds to 185 

neutrons incident into an area of the converter 216x165 um 2 which is equivalent to the 
pixel area. And then, number of photons generated in the converter was estimated to be 
0.7x10s photons per neutron which is less than a factor two with the estimation of 
McFarland et alP^ Where quantum efficiency of CCD, transmission of lens, and 
reflectance of a mirror were assumed to be 0.35, 0.85, and 0.9, respectively. 

The maximum signal as a gray scale level of 4096 was found for the C3140 with 
a low amplification gain mode (25 electrons/pixel) at 150 sec on-chip integration time 
at 1.2xl0'n/cm2-s. Excellent linearity was found between the NR signal after subtraction 
of back ground signals. When the integration time was selected to be 140 sec, total 
counts of 3897 in gray scale was obtained as an average value. In this case, back 
ground signals consisted of a back scattering component (566 counts), gamma-ray induced 
dark current component (52 counts), dark current (22 counts) at -40°C, and an offset 

0: Base plaie (AI) 
1: Aluminium 
2: Graphite (C) 
3: Lead 
4: Tiianium 
5: Copper 
6: Iron 
7: SUS304 
8: Acrylic resin 
°HD: Dry wood 

(high density) 
9l_D: Dry wood 

(low density) 
10: ABS resin 
11: Cadmium 
+: Center of rotation 

Fig.l A sectional diagram of the object designed 
to test linearity of the CT value. 
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signal (55 counts). The observed signals were averaged over 10x10 pixels. Standard 
deviation was found to be ±0.42% (14 gray scale) at net signal (3209 counts) and 
dynamic range was estimated to be 230:1 in this case. 

2.5 DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE FOR TOMOGRAPH 
An object was designed to test the linearity of C^-value and fabricated using 

materials with different (2) from 0.1cm - 1 to 2.5cm_1 (fig.l). The rotation axis of the 
object was adjusted and fixed vertically to the floor and perpendicularly to the beam 
axis. The object was rotated form 0 to 360 degrees with every step of 2 degrees during 
experiments. Thus, two dimensional 180 projection images were obtained. 

To estimate scattered neutron components, a grid with three cadmium strips 
(5mmx0.5mnw) were placed in front of the object and on a plane perpendicular to the 
beam axis. And, the plane was set at 7 cm in front of and parallel to the imaging plate. 
Signal intensities in the shadow regions of the strips were approximated to scattered 
neutron component including gamma-ray background and dark current. Two dimensional 
scattered neutron components were estimated for shading and individual object images 
by interpolation under assumption of a parabolic function. 

The 180 projection images, two shading images and six background images were 
transferred to the workstation for further image processing of reconstruction. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 TOMOGRAPHY 
In addition to regular preliminary process, additive treatments of projection data 

were required before start the reconstruction processing. 
(1) White spots generated mainly by gamma-rays were extinguished for all NR 

images using a 3x3 matrix intelligent filter without any data deteriorations except for the 
spot. 

(2) Two dimensional scattered neutron components were estimated for every projection 
and shading images, and subtracted. 

(3) All 180 (360°) projection images were folded at the angle 180° and averaged for 
complemental pair (G and 2n-Q) of images. So, geometrical unsharpness were averaged. 

(4) In a reconstructed tomographic image, several techniques have been proposed to 
improve image quality. A simple one is based on an interpolation of projection dada. 
Two adjoined projection images were averaged and assumed to be images at middle 
angles of those two projection images. The original 90 projection and the additive 90 
pseudo-projection images were used as a set of 180° rotation data with one degree step 
to following reconstruction process. 

After finished the pre-processings, a convolution algorithm was applied with Shepp 
and Logan filter19' to the sinograms. A stack of tomograms was obtained, and were 
stored on the hard disk memory as a set of sliced data except for shadow regions of 
Cd strips. At present stage, a reconstructed image can be displayed as a l i bit gray 
scale only for a selected horizontally sliced plane on the full color monitor. One of 
tomogram is shown at a slice number 250 in fig.2. Sizes and shapes for all materials 
are reconstructed with a high quality image. It is noted that the figure shows not only 
the complicated shape of the dry wood but also the growth ring pattern. 
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Fig.2 Tomogram of the CT test sample reconstructed from the 180 
pseudo-one-degree-step projection images at the slice number 250. 

3 . 2 LINEARITY AND RESOLUTION OF CT VALUE 
Important measure of characteristics in tomographic image are a linearity of the 

CT value defined by a relation <2>=<d[ln/(0]/dr)[41, a resolution of CT value and a 
spatial resolution of the tomographic image. 

The CT value has been defined by our previous paper!61

 a s m e experimentally 
determined <S> magnified by a factor 1000, and then, 

| [measured <Z> of object] - [measured (I> of Al] I 
CT = 935x — L + 9 3 n \ 

| [measured <E> of Fe] - [measured <Z> of Al] | 

Where constants are derived from two <Z> of Fe and Al. The normalized CT values for 
Fe and Al magnifies <£> by a factor 1000 are assumed to be 1028±83 and 93±17, 
respectively, whose values have been obtained by averaging over the values measured at 
three different thermal neutron beams (Rikkyo:TRIGA/N2, Kyoto:KUR/E2, and 
JAERI:JRR-3M/TNRF2).[41 
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Fig.2 Tomogram of the cr test sample recons町田飽d合'omthe 180 
pseudo-one・degree-stepprojection加 agesat曲.eslice number 250. 

3.2 LINEARITY AND RESOLUτ'ION OF cr VALUE 
Important meas町'eof charac町istics也 tom.ographic加ageare a linearity of血e

σvalue defined by a抽出n (1:>=<d[lnl(t)]ldt)[4~ a resolutionぱ CTvalue組 da 
spatial resolution of也etomographic image. 

τ'heα. value has been defined by 0町 previo¥;:spaperC6J as the experimentally 
de町凶ned侭)m勾凶fiedby a facωr 1∞0， and then， 

|[meas脚 d(1:)ofo町田t]ー [m伺 sured(1:) of Al] I 
σ=  935x . . +93. 

I [me総帥d(.劫 ofFe] -[m蹴 ured(功。fAl] I 、‘，，TA
 

，，.、

Where co田畑tsare derived針。mtwo (1:) of Fe叩 dAl. The nωmalizedσvalues flぽ
Fe and Al magnifies (1:) by a fac伽 10∞areassum吋 tobe 1028土83and 93:1:17， 
m甲ectively，who鈴 valueshave been obtained by averaging over the values measured at 
山田 di臨時nt 也.ermal ne山 'on beams 侭ikkyo:TR.IGA/N2，Kyoω:KUR/E2， and 
JAERI:JRR-3勘f!I'NRF2).[4] 
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for various materials. 

Results are plotted in fig.3 for the slice number 120 (solid circles) and 230 (open 
circles). Excellent linearity are shown between (L) and CT within statistical uncertainty. 
The linearity supported die justification of the data process for the all reconstruction 
steps. In fig.2, a part of growth rings in the dry wood stick are clearly shown. For the 
dry wood, two different <£) values are given by averaged CT of high and low density 
areas along the growth ring pattern and shown as doted circles in this figure. 

Resolution of CT values were estimated from fig.2 as standard deviations and 
shown in fig.3. Typical resolution of CT value was found to be ±5%. If the 
reconstructed image is smoothed, the statistical uncertainty should be much lowered. 
However, no systematic analysis has been made for an effect of averaging by the 180° 
folding of projection images (pre-processing step-(3)), and of generation of pseudo-
projection images at present stage (pre-processing step-(4)). 

3.3 DEFINITION OF DYNAMIC RANGE FOR THE CT VALUE 
In addition to the linearity and resolution of CT, a dynamic range of CT is 

another important parameter to define the quality and the limitation of tomographic 
imaging. Because the dynamic range can be expressed as functions of (L) and 
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shown面白耳.3.Typical resolution of CT value was found to be土5%. If印
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folding of proj即 tionimages (pre-pr邸 essings鈎:p-(3))，and of generation of pseudo-
prOjecti08 images at pr宙開Itstage (pre-戸田essings胞:p-(4)).

3.3 DEF町mONOP DYNAMIC RANGE POR百王Ecr VALUE 
In addition to恥 linearityand resolution of CT， a dynamic range ofσis 

組例恥Z 泊lportantparante飽:rto defi鵬首lequality and白e泊ni旬tionof tomographic 
imaging. B倶知鈎世ledynamic r.却 .gec組 beexpres路d as functions of (1:)叩d
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thickness t of transmitting sample. 
A line integration of CT value along a neutron trajectory is equivalent to an 

integrated value of a product T of (Hi)) and differential thickness df of a transmitting 
material. The product T is given as a non dimensional quantity and written by, 

T = /<E(f)>df = 10"3 fcT(t)dt. (2) 

The product T is also equivalent to the logarithm of transmittance at the trajectory. Then, 
an ideal upper limit, maximum product Tmax can be described as the case of no 
transmitting object using an incident neutron intensity / 0 as, 

*"„» = ln(/ 0). (3) 

On the other limit of T ^ , a minimum detectable product T^ can be defined using 
a statistical uncertainty 5/ 0 for / 0 as, 

T^ = ln(5/ 0). (4) 

Where white spots were assumed to be completely eliminated by the pre
processing step. The value Tmjn depends on the statistical character of NR image 
which is resulted from statistics of neutron quanta, non-white spot type gamma-ray 
induced noise, and electronical noises. The value also depends on data processing steps 
such as smoothing, averaging, frame transforms, domain transforms, and so on. As a 
result, an effective product TtS is derived as, 

Teff = W ^ n r i n * l n ( y 8 ' 0 ) - <5> 

The effective product is equivalent to the dynamic range of the system, and define the 
dynamic range of CT value. 

For example, the dynamic range of the system is estimated to be 230 as shown 
in the section 2.4. Then, the quantity can be converted to be 5.4 of T^ by (5). On the 
other hand, a maximum integrated CT value HCTpa) is given by a trajectory shown in 
fig.l and found to be 4.4 which is satisfy the undeformed condition less than TeS for 
the tomography. In fact, only slight artifact is observed in fig.2 along the same trajectory 
as shown in fig.l, and reasonable CT values were found for those samples (acrylic resin, 
copper, aluminum, and iron) along the trajectory as shown in fig.3. 

The idea of the effective product is quite useful parameter which gives a guide 
to the effectiveness and limitation of tomograph. For instance, if TeB and (2) are known 
for a homogeneous material in advance of experiments. The maximum sample 
thickness which can reconstructed properly is given by 

W = WW. (°) 
For inhomogeneous materials, the relation is easily transformed. Therefore, we 
can expected to a dimensional limit of reconstruction of tomograph by tmsx. For 
example, t m a of Al, Fe, and Cd is estimated to be 58 cm, 5.4 cm, and 0.045 cm. 
Therefore, 1 mm Cd thicker than ttmx and the material should arise abnormally strong 
artifact. 
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T max = ln(/o)' (3) 

On the oth町 limitof T max・aminimum detectable product T min C加 bedefmed using 
a statistical uncertainty叫 for10 as， 

T岨 =ln(Slo)' (4) 

Wbere whi旬 spots were assumed to be completely e胎n泊a附 by 血.e p時
processing step. The value T min depends on曲estatistical character of NR加 age
which is res叫飴d合'oms旬.tisticsof neutron quanta， non-white spot type gamma-ray 
恒d目白dnoise，姐delectronical noises. The value also depend耳 onda臼 pr.∞essingsteps 
such舗 smoo血姐.g，averaging，加即位佃s11側 IS，domain transforms， and so on. As a 
resuIt，血 effectiveproduct T eff is derived as， 

Teff = Tm阻 ーT幽 55ln(IoIolρ. (5) 

百leeffective product is equivalentωthe d抑制語crange of the sys胞m，佃ddefme the 
dynamic range ofσvalue. 

For e:踊 mple，the dynamic range of the system is es自国旬dto be 230 as shown 
in the section 2.4.百len，也.equ卸 tityc叩 beconver飽:dto恥 5.4of T eff by (5). On the 
o臨 rhand， a maximum integrated CT value 'f.(CTjxtj) is given by a trajectory shown泊

fig.1佃dfound to be 4.4 which is sa由fy血.eundeformed condition less白姐 Tefffor 
曲e刷 nography.In fact， only slight artifact is observed in fig.2 along恥 same阿ectory
as shown in fig.1， and reasonable CT values were found for those samples (acrylic resin， 
copt眠 aluminum，佃di即時 along 恥回~ectory as shown in fig.3. 

The idea of the effective pr'叫uctis qui飽 usefulp，釘加田町 whichgives a guide 
to恥 d叫 veness卸 dlimi凶 onof 蜘 ograph.For加蜘e，ぜ Teffand (劫 areknown 
for a homogeneous r削除rial 姐 剖V卸 ce of expぽ加e脚. The maximum sample 
由化:knesswhich can recons飢lC凶 properlyis given by 

t臨 =Teff/('f.)網
(6) 

For inhomoge田 ous ma総rials，the relation is e鎚姐y 官加sform叫. Therefore， we 
C組 e珂蹴おdto a dimensional limit of reconstruction ofωmograph by tmax' For 
example， tmax of Al， Fe，個dαises白nat吋 tobe 58 cm， 5.4 cm， and 0.045 cm. 
百 ere11冊， 1mm 印 刷cker白血 tmax加 d印刷旬rialshould arise abnormaUy sl!ong 

紅“act.
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The C-CCD camera was successfully extended to apply the high quality 
tomographic imagings attainable with their wide dynamic range and with the distortion 
free imaging for spatial position. The range keeping linearity between effective total 
macroscopic cross section and CT value should one of fundamental measure of the 
system validity. The linear relation is found at least in the range from 0.1 cm - 1 to 2.5 
cm - 1 . The effective product T^ and maximum allowable sample thickness t^^ are 
defined in this paper, and both values are useful to define dynamic range of CT value 
and to estimate a limitation of samples for reconstruction. 

In JAERI, high quality C-CCD camera C4880 will be introduced near future. The 
CCD chip of the C4880 is a frame transfer type (Texas; TC-215) and has effective area 
of 12mm I ixl2mm v. Number of pixels are 1000"xl018 v having a pitch of 12pmHxl2nm v. 
The signal output of each pixel is converted to a 14 bit gray scale data by an analog-to-
digital converter. Therefore, more extensive high quality NR study will be expected by 
the system in near future. 

It is noticed that more extended analyses are required for the effect to statistical 
character on CT resulted from gamma radiation induced noise, from un-uniform response 
between pixels, and generated from various steps in the data processing. Our efforts will 
continue in these field especially to realize more wider dynamic range of CT value and 
to get artifacts free high quality image using the high performance CCD camera. 
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